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The Berkshire Regional Planning Commission
1 Fenn St #201
Pittsfield, MA 01201
February 16, 2018
RE: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear members of the interview panel:
I would like to take a moment to thank you for the time you spent with me on February 15,
2018. Interviews can be stressful, so I am very grateful for how comfortable you made me feel
throughout the process.
One thing I regret has been that the 5-minute time limit was too short and distracting for me to
provide well structured answers. I will put it in my self-improvement list. Since you gave me
another opportunity to elaborate further on my answers, I hope to assure you that I will:
1) Initiate a communication program that will coordinate entire community members including
the press and social media;
2) Promote regional economic growth through “a Sustainable Town Linking Master Plan for
Local Branding and Marketing”;
3) Take advantage of the upcoming digital-innovation era by pursuing ideas of Smart City and
Smart Region;
4) Help preparing digital infrastructure by promoting high-speed broadband system and other
new technologies, while looking into USDA Community Connects Grant;
5) Retain young workers by setting off business incubator program, while collaborating with
school districts and the community college system;
6) Find ways to manage BRPC’s budget by looking into details of legal contracts, feasibility of
creating a contingency account, and usability of future resources including private funding;
7) Assist local policy developments; and
8) Manage a sustainable team of wonderful professionals at the BRPC.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity.
Thank you.
I am, mostly respectful,

Sungman Kim

